
YOUR GUIDE TO REAL-TIME 
AND FLEXIBLE REMOTE 
WORKFLOWS 
Remote collaboration has never been more important.  

From pre-production through to post, explore the tools  

keeping teams connected and productive. 

www.sohonet.com


REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW: 
SEE THE BIG PICTURE

Remote working has been 
cemented as an M&E 
production necessity as 
pandemic-era restrictions are 
relaxed and the industry eases 
into a hybrid working model. 
Real-time remote workflows 
allow filmmakers, execs and 
clients to connect, collaborate 
and create – wherever and 
whenever they need. 

EXPLORE HOW TO GET THE BEST FROM YOUR REMOTE-WORKING WORLD
Unlike much of today’s content, inspiration 

and creativity isn’t available on-

demand. No one in our industry works in a 

vacuum – and most creatives would agree 

that the production process works better 

when teams can collaborate and share ideas 

effectively, conjuring the magic that ends 

up on our screens, big and small. Inevitably, 

being in the same space at the same 

time powers the process.  

By the end of 2021, the industry will 

have experienced 21 months of remote 

collaboration. What began as a necessity 

will most likely remain in place even as 

teams are allowed to travel or return to the 

office. In addition, the lure of tax breaks and 

pure artistic ambition will also continue to 

lead productions to more diverse locations 

– and leave key stakeholders increasingly 

scattered across the globe. 

But if the recent past has taught the 

industry anything, it’s that effective remote 

working is not only achievable, for many it 

may be preferable. Those who once spent 

long hours in a production house office or 

studio editing suite can comfortably and 

confidently freshen up the routine with a 

home-working setup. 

Simply put, hybrid working is now a bedrock 

of the entire production process. Creatives, 

freelancers, execs and clients will 

all need the right tools to collaborate 

effectively, work productively and review 

content seamlessly – from anywhere.

This will ensure everyine remains aligned 

around a clear, shared creative vision 

fromthe start of production through to 

final post, and be better placed to deliver 

successful projects.
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With so many of your teams working remotely 

– by choice or necessity – you need solutions 

that enable everyone to juggle a vast range 

of tasks, align busy schedules, and resolve urgent 

content review questions at any time.  

 > ‘Can we make that sky look angry?’

 > ‘Let’s smooth out this scene transition.’

 > ‘Give me more realistic hair movement here.’

These review and approval discussions have 

always relied on close collaboration. And 

modern working practices now demand a 

real-time solution that can recreate an over-the-

shoulder collaborative experience – between 

those on location and growing numbers 

of remote creatives. Being able to iterate 

quickly through immediate communication, 

reaction and response enhances your ability  

to be creative and produce high-quality content.  

Focusing on the challenges facing teams 

throughout the production workflow – from 

previsualisation and onset challenges to colour 

grading and VFX reviews, this eBook explores how 

teams at every stage throughout the creative 

process can use ClearView collaboration 

tools to shatter the limits of space and time, save 

money, and ensure teams, partners and clients 

stay connected and aligned. 

TRANSFORM YOUR WORKFLOW 
FOR A NEW ERA IN FILM, TV  
AND AD PRODUCTION
Your creatives might fly solo for a little while, but ultimately you 
need them to add their work to a larger production workflow.  
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At Sohonet, we work with leading studios 

and content creators throughout the 

production process to understand the 

unique challenges media teams face. We 

have used that insight to develop our real-

time review and approval tools – ClearView 

Flex and ClearView Pivot – helping support 

remote review discussions that depend 

on real-time iteration and response. Plus, 

through our partnership with Moxion, we’re 

able to offer an option for offline remote 

review for the times when schedules don’t 

align, but decisions still need to be made fast. 

On the following pages, we’ll walk through a 

range of use cases, and recommend the best 

tool to use to solve each challenge.  

FLEXIBLE REMOTE REVIEW –  
IN ACTION AT EVERY CREATIVE STEP
At Sohonet, we work with leading studios and content 
creators throughout the production process to understand 
the unique challenges media teams face. 
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FLEXIBLE REMOTE REVIEW –  
IN ACTION AT EVERY CREATIVE STEP
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Click or tap on your 
production stage or  
sub-topic of interest – and 
find out how ClearView and 
Moxion solutions can help. 

PRE PRODUCTION

Previs reviews 

PRODUCTION (ON-SET)

Remote off-set participation for 
EPs, 2nd unit monitoring 

AUDIO

Light audio 
mixing and ADR 
in 5.1 audio 

High-end audio 
mixing with 
16-channels  
of audio  

VISUAL EFFECTS

VFX reviews for 
scale audiences 
and remote 
customers 

“Critical Review” 
final VFX 
approvals 

COLOUR

“Light” colour 
grading, initial 
reviews with the 
creative team 
(10-bit color) 

Remote Colour 
Grading (artists) 
&“critical review” 
grading between 
facilities  
(12-bit color) 

EDITORIAL

Editorial reviews 
with creatives 
anywhere in the 
world

Editorial/ 
finishing reviews

FINISHING &
LOCALISATION

Localization, 
dubbing & 
subtitling 
reviews 

Remote DI, 
finishing & 
screening  



 PREVISUALISATION
Align everyone’s creative vision from the start of production

As the demand for ambitious and technically 

challenging content intensifies, ensuring your 

creative and technical partners are aligned on 

creative vision from the start of production 

is essential. When you factor in the increased 

investment in VFX-intensive shows, it’s no 

surprise that the role of ‘previs’ has become 

increasingly significant to the production 

workflow. 

Previsualisation gives content creators the 

freedom to experiment with various artistic 

components – such as the composition, 

lighting and camera placement for a shot or 

scene. You can weed out any possible issues, 

revise ideas and even change artistic direction 

– before the camera captures a single frame 

(and money is spent). Previs takes place very 

early in the production process, when key 

players are likely to be found around the 

world, as they finish other projects or prepare 

for the next. So, providing previs participants 

with tools to facilitate real-time remote 

collaboration is key.  

Creative and technical partners at different 

global locations need to review and approve 

previs content and offer instant feedback. 

This rapid give-and-take allows previs artists 

to make adjustments in real-time, speeding 

up the pre-production workflow. Sohonet’s 

real-time review tool, ClearView Flex, offers 

an easy-to-use, cost-effective solution to the 

conundrum of how to ‘review from anywhere’ 

with that ‘over the shoulder’ experience of 

being together. 

Flex enables directors, producers, DPs, 

production designers, and other Heads 

of Department to review previs content 

with the artist in real-time– on their tablet, 

phone, PC/Mac or via Apple TV, using a basic 

internet connection. With Flex you can add 

up to 030 viewers to a session, enabling 

team collaborations. Getting this real-time 

alignment amongst key parties not only 

speeds up the previs workflow, but also 

mitigates the need for continual changes  

and reviews.  

Learn more about 
previsualisation with 
ClearView Flex 

Solutions in action: PRE-PRODUCTION

Solution:6 Sohonet 
ClearView Family

https://www.sohonet.com/2020/04/16/remote-previsualization-with-clearview-flex/ 
https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewflex/


    

      REMOTE OFF-SET PARTICIPATION
Real-time content review for people in constant motion

Travel has traditionally been essential to the 

M&E industry. Even when a production 

wraps, creatives who’ve headed home or 

moved on to new projects may be involved 

in the post and VFX process or be needed 

for reshoots and press junkets. All of 

which adds up to a lot of people spending a 

lot of time in planes, trains and automobiles.   

The M&E industry, looking for ways 

to reduce its carbon footprint and 

live up to progressive environmental 

values, is working hard to manage ever-

evolving travel restrictions. Finding 

creative ways to cut back on travel has 

become critically important to productions 

and studios alike.  

And given the shift to a hybrid working 

model that embraces remote participation, 

post-production supervisors, audio, 

VFX and editorial teams – as well as 

producers and other creative execs – will 

all  likely continue to work away from the 

lot. But directors still need to check-in and 

collaborate with editorial and VFX teams on 

a daily basis. Unlike the case of a split 

unit, this is less about communicating and 

aligning creative vision and more about 

ensuring that what’s captured on-set 

aligns with what’s needed in post. Those 

on set need to review early assemblies to 

ensure their vision works while the post 

teams need to provide feedback on missing 

shots and coverage. 

With ClearView Flex, off-set creatives can 

provide instant feedback to those on-site 

and see the changes happen immediately, 

negating the need to go back and forth 

later down the line. For those unable to 

participate in a real-time discussion, they 

can utilise Moxion Immediates to review 

footage in HDR minutes after filming on the 

same devices as Flex. On-set creatives can 

start on mark-ups immediately and give off-

set creatives near-real-time HDR access to 

the content. Additionally, editorial and VFX 

teams can download the high-resolution 

proxies to begin adding their magic straight 

away, rather than waiting hours or even 

overnight for transcoded dailies to arrive. 

Even as the industry begins to 

leave restrictions behind, we can 

expect many will only want to travel 

when absoutelyabsolutely necessary. This 

has the potential to power significant cost-

savings. To put this benefit into perspective, 

assume 5% of the travel budget is 

associated with review and 

approval tasks (e.g. for dailies, 2nd units, 

reshoots, VFX/edit/colour grade sessions). 

If half of that could be eliminated using a 

platform like ClearView Flex, then even on 

a relatively small feature film with a $20 

million (£15 million) budget, you could save 

$500,000 (£380,000) in travel expenses. 

Even with a more conservative assumption 

that only 1% of overall travel is linked to 

review and approval, your production 

would still save $200,000 (£150,000).   

Learn more about solving 
production travel challenges 
with ClearView Flex 

Solution:7 Sohonet 
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https://www.sohonet.com/2020/03/10/planes-trains-automobiles-solving-travel-challenges-in-production-with-clearview-flex/
https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewflex/
https://www.sohonet.com/remote-collaboration-moxion/


Solutions in action: PRODUCTION

 SPLIT UNIT MONITORING
Keep your eye on all the action across multiple sets and locations

Solution:8 Sohonet 
ClearView Family

The working and safety conditions introduced 

to limit the number of people on-set .during 

the pandemic could be here to stay – in one 

form or another. To stick to critical timelines 

and budgets, productions will likely use 

parallel filming units and off-lot locations 

for smaller creative teams. In that case, the 

challenge will  enablbe to enable the seamless 

and secure coordination and collaboration 

between all sites: whether that’s connecting 

remote units or facilitating off-set creative 

participation.  

If lighting styles, composition and camera 

settings don’t match across all units it will 

be apparent in the final image. To avoid 

expensive reshoots, split units need to 

keep in constant communication with key 

stakeholders from the director, to the DP 

and often the VFX supervisor to ensure they 

are delivering footage that’s seamless in 

continuity, pacing, and style. The more units 

you have, the bigger this challenge becomes.  

Clear communication is vital and remote 

collaboration tools can bridge the gap 

between all units. Real-time solutions 

minimise the chance for miscommunication 

and reshoots. ClearView Flex provides a 

secure and straightforward solution, enabling 

remote creatives to view and feedback on 

footage in real-time, ensuring consistency in 

the creative vision across units.  

How does it work? Simply ship a Flexbox 

(which we provide) to the shooting location, 

have the DIT connect it to the video assist 

equipment or loop out via SDI from one of the 

video village monitors. Then connect it to the 

internet and invite your creatives from off-set 

or other units. After that you’re good to go. 

View footage real-time via their tablet, laptop, 

phones or via Apple TV. Where the location 

of the 2nd unit makes wired connectivity a 

problem, Flex even enables you to send the 

outgoing stream via low-bandwidth cellular 

connection, using options such as Teradek’s 

Link Pro bonded router. 

Alternatively, using Moxion Immediates, 

you can stream footage securely moments 

after capture for an offline option: simply 

view in Moxion via laptop, iPhone, iPad or 

Apple TV Apps. When your first unit takes 

a break in their shooting schedule, they 

can review the second unit’s footage at a 

time convenient to them. That way, you’re 

maintaining consistency between units 

without interrupting the shoot itself. Even 

more importantly, you’re not risking losing a 

full day of shooting on your end by waiting for 

traditional dailies footage to come through at 

the end of the day.  

Learn more about solving 
split unit challenges with 
ClearView Flex 

https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewflex/
https://www.sohonet.com/remote-collaboration-moxion/
https://www.sohonet.com/2020/02/12/solving-the-split-unit-challenge-with-clearview-flex/ 
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 EDITORIAL
Make the cut better, from wherever you are

Solutions in action: POST-PRODUCTION 

Whilst offline workflows have their place, the 

back-and-forth nature can feel laborious. For 

successful review and approval discussions 

(i.e., ‘make the sky angry’, ‘smooth the scene 

transition’) you need a real-time solution to 

recreate that over-the-shoulder collaborative 

experience from wherever you are. This helps 

both save time and preserve creative intent. 

Offline reviews simply don’t cut it when 

creatives are working collaboratively on an 

edit. Directors often go back to the same 

editor, movie after movie, because they 

develop creative relationships when working 

together in the edit suite. Completing an edit 

sequence, uploading it and getting the director 

to review does not give users the same 

experience. If you can’t view the edit software, 

you can’t see the timeline, or the alternative 

shots in the editor’s bin and don’t know what 

was left out of the cut. 

ClearView Flex solves this problem by allowing 

your editor to switch between sharing the 

output of their edit session via SDI, for frame 

and colour accurate output (as you would 

normally review on the edit suite monitor) and 

sharing their desktop via HDMI. This allows 

them to share their edit software, complete 

with timeline, bins/media libraries and source 

viewer for a collaborative editing experience. 

The input can be quickly changed within a 

session at the click of a button. A director can 

join the session and watch in their home office 

or sitting comfortably on the couch watching 

on an Apple TV. 

Flex currently supports content up to 2K 

DCI with 10-bit colour depth and 4:2:0 

chroma sampling for broadcast-quality video 

streaming. Flex is able to offer ultra-low 

latency to its users by carefully fine-tuning the 

technology stack to prioritise synchronisation. 

It can also make use of the Sohonet Media 

Network where possible, to carry data 

internationally on an uncontended private 

network. 

Learn more about remote 
editing with ClearView Flex 

https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewflex/
https://www.sohonet.com/our-resources/blogs/cutting-edge-how-final-cut-craft-control-over-covid/
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Remote Editing Case Study: 

BLAZING A TRAIL WITH 
REAL-TIME REMOTE EDITING
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“In terms of our clients, the 
main users of ClearView Flex 
are directors or producers who 
want to make edits but don’t 
want to travel into central 
London. Whether they’re based 
in London or out of town they’ll 
be able to do that remote 
viewing at home.” 
Simon Graham 
Operations Manager, Hireworks

HIREWORKS, one of Europe’s leading 

rental companies, provides location post-

production and cutting rooms in central 

London to such clients as Game of Thrones, 

Bohemian Rhapsody, Fantastic Beasts and 

Wimbledon tennis. 

A large part of Hireworks’ business is 

housing a number of TV dramas and 

films in their numerous editing suits and 

cutting rooms (80+) and supporting them 

technically in their day to day. 

They started to see with increasing 

frequency, creatives wanting or needing 

to work remotely: directors being based 

outside London and not wanting to make 

the journey in, but rather wanting to 

have remote editing sessions daily with 

creatives based at the facility in real-time. 

Recognising that many of their clients faced 

the same challenges (dispersed teams, tight 

deadlines), Hireworks made the decision to 

get ClearView Flex, which enabled them to 

hire it out as a remote-working tool and an 

‘added extra’ for their clients.

Because ClearView Flex only needs 

hardware setup on one end, when a client 

turns up and wants to utilise it, Hireworks 

can have it ready to go in any one of their 

rooms, enabling that person to securely 

stream their content to their collaboration 

partners (wherever they are in the world), 

in real-time and without any delay in 

coordinating the installation themselves.

Having ClearView Flex ready to go in-

house, means Hireworks now have the 

ability to arm their clients with a trusted 

and secure tool to help solve their remote-

collaboration challenges. They also remove 

the stress of these teams having to deal 

with multiple suppliers by taking charge of 

the setup and coordinating directly with 

Sohonet’s 24/7 support team to resolve any 

issues, resulting in a smoother experience 

for their customers. 



Audio
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Working remotely in audio has long been fairly 

common practice. Composers, for example, 

often work on multiple projects and require 

remote collaboration tools to be efficient. 

Equally, directors may need to discuss creative 

sound elements and conduct spotting sessions 

for a project with teams remotely, or actors 

hired for principal photography may need to 

work from a remote studio around their other 

commitments. 

Using ClearView Flex, you can perform real-

time reviews with collaborators and clients 

remotely. Anyone joining a review just needs 

a basic internet connection and their device 

(tablet, phone, PC/MAC or via Apple TV) and 

they can join a high-quality review session 

securely and quickly from anywhere in the 

world. 

Flex combines high-quality stereo sound 

with visual sharing options so you get a 

perfectly synchronised real-time audio-visual 

experience. Simply connect your computer 

running software such as ProTools via HDMI 

to the Flexbox.

You can also use video conferencing apps  

(like Zoom or Teams) alongside Flex to recreate 

that over-the-shoulder studio experience. 

This approach lets people provide an instant 

response to what they hear, with the bonus of 

being able to see each other’s faces during the 

review. Reading a smile or a shake of the head 

can give the creative a lot of valuable insights.

If a higher-spec surround sound review is 

required, we currently recommend ClearView 

Pivot. These solutions carry up to 16-channels 

of audio, allowing support for 5.1 and 7.1 

setups (Dolby Atmos support coming soon).

 The Flex now delivers 5.1 audio, delivered 

via Apple TV. So creatives can perform full 

surround sound audio reviews at home.

KEEPING AUDIO MIXING  
IN POST-PRODUCTION ALIGNED

Learn how Sharp Sound’s 
Kelly Cole keeps remote 
sound mix workflows in sync

https://www.sohonet.com/2020/07/01/chris-strong-lbb-remote-working/
https://www.sohonet.com/our-resources/blogs/behind-the-mic-mixing-super-bowl-lv-spots-and-finishing-dozens-of-commercials-remotely-with-lime-studios/] 
https://www.sohonet.com/2020/04/07/remote-review-and-approvals/


Remote Audio Review  
Case Studies:

SYNCHRONISED WORKFLOWS  
FOR MIXING AND FINISHING REMOTELY
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“Immediately, I could see that 
this was a game changer. All of a 
sudden, we could review mixes in 
real time and bring everyone in on 
ClearView to look at material at 
the same time as if they were in 
the room.” 
Marcus Zalewski,  
Owner and Sound Mixer, Martell Sound

Get the full story Get the full story Get the full story 

Sharpe Sound, based in Vancouver, Sharpe 

Sound Studios and Television is a full-service 

audio house that specialises in sound mixing 

and sound design for high-end feature film 

and television. To meet the demands of the 

new hybrid working model, Sharpe Sound see 

ClearView Flex as the foundation for all their 

remote review sessions – and the best way to 

involve everyone.

Martell Sound’s, full-size soundstage 

at L.A.’s historic Lot Studios is a staple 

of motion picture advertising. With the 

industry’s shift to hybrid working and 

clients now keen to review sound remotely, 

Martell know they can count on ClearView 

Flex to deliver cinema-grade sound quality 

– and uphold the brand’s reputation for 

excellence.

Lime Studios, the boutique commercial 

audio mixing and sound design company 

based in Santa Monica, have fully embraced 

the new hybrid working world. ClearView 

Flex has enabled them to build truly 

seamless remote workflows and “just focus 

on the work” during collaborations with 

off-site clients and colleagues.

https://www.sohonet.com/our-resources/blogs/sharpe-sound-delivers-for-studios-with-clearview-flex/
https://www.sohonet.com/our-resources/blogs/lets-hear-it-for-the-legendary-martell-sound-mixing-trailers-remotely-with-clearview-flex/
https://www.sohonet.com/our-resources/blogs/behind-the-mic-mixing-super-bowl-lv-spots-and-finishing-dozens-of-commercials-remotely-with-lime-studios/


 COLOUR
Bring real-time colour review to remote teams

Clients want to work with the best, regardless 

of location. And with location no longer an 

obstacle, the top colourists can now call the 

shots on where and how they work. So it falls 

on the production to ensure stakeholders 

can remain connected with the right tools, 

delivering a secure workflow with a high-

quality, colour and frame-accurate video 

stream – and a seamless collaboration 

experience. 

Our real-time, high-quality review tool, 

ClearView Pivot, was built to meet these 

needs – and has been put to the test by creative 

teams in the major studios. Designed for those 

requiring 4K high dynamic range (HDR) with 

12-bit colour depth and 4:4:4 chroma sampling 

for full-colour quality video streaming with 

ultra-low latency, Pivot achieves the high-

quality viewing experience needed for critical 

quality review. 

It jumps all the usual hurdles associated with 

remote grading, from security and lagging real-

time video to time-consuming setup. 

Sohonet has also launched a new option for 

colourists working from home (or a site not on 

the Sohonet Media Network). ClearView Pivot 

Lite supports higher quality critical reviews 

with remote colour suites and screening rooms. 

In this setup, the colour workstation at the 

facility is connected to a ClearView Pivot unit, 

which streams a compressed version to a Pivot 

Lite unit in the home. While 2K workflows can 

be conducted at extremely high quality (12-bit 

4:4:4) and 4K workflows can also be conducted 

at critical review output (10-bit 4:2:2), the 

bandwidth required to facilitate this workflow 

is 100-150 Mbps down to the home. 

If bandwidth is an issue, ClearView Flex, offers 

the necessary colour quality to serve as a 

viable alternative for remote colour grade 

reviews. Providing the quality required for 

cinema standards, Flex can be close enough for 

early-stage review for cinema release content, 

especially when used in conjunction with 

either an iPad Pro or to a LG C-series TV panel 

connected via Apple TV. 

Flex has minimal bandwidth requirements 

compared to Pivot and the hardware required 

is more transportable and only required on the 

sending side. With Flex, the colourist (working 

from home) can securely stream content (10-

bit 4:2:0 colour) from their workstation to the 

client to view, in real-time from their home on 

their Apple TV. 
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https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewflex/


Remote Colour Grade Case Study: 

BRILLIANTLY ACCURATE COLOURS, 
DELIVERED REMOTELY
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“ I knew that we could trust 
what he (director Shane 
Meadows) was looking at. 
And more importantly, he 
trusts it too. He absolutely 
loves this workflow.” 
Tom Balkwill, Colourist & Owner, 
Dirty Looks 

Colour grading specialists and masters of independent British 

features, Dirty Looks collaborates with directors across a range 

of projects – from Jonathan Glazer’s critically acclaimed Under 

The Skin to Danny Boyle’s London 2012 Olympics Opening 

Ceremony.

Dirty Looks used ClearView Flex on the colour grade of 

director Shane Meadows’ The Virtues, streaming content 

securely to a carefully calibrated bespoke monitor at Meadows’ 

home. Here, via standard consumer broadband, he could 

review the grade in real-time. ClearView Flex provides 

both Dirty Looks and their clients with a secure and flexible 

workflow they love.

Privately owned by a tightknit group of filmmakers, Toronto’s 

REDLAB offers elite grading studios, full audio post and VFX 

packaging for film (Resident Evil: Retribution), TV (Emmy®-

winning comedy Schitt’s Creek) and commercials (Gatorade, 

Google, Starbucks).

And thanks to ClearView Flex, the transition to working with 

remote clients has been a smooth one. REDLAB colourist and 

partner Walt Biljan says, “As we look to the future, I can see 

Apple, Amazon and Netflix execs preferring to review content 

remotely far more than previously. They don’t have the time to 

travel, and nor do they need to when the remote experience is 

so good.

Get the full story Get the full story

https://www.sohonet.com/our-resources/case-studies/dirty-looks-remote-colour-grading-shane-meadows-the-virtues-for-channel-4/
https://www.sohonet.com/our-resources/blogs/5-minutes-with-top-colourist-walt-biljan-redlab/
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Even as audiences spend more time at home 

– streaming content from the comfort of 

their sofa – demand for new, high-quality 

blockbuster content shows no sign of slowing. 

That’s good news for VFX professionals. On a 

major feature film like Captain America: Civil 

War, which employed 2,525 people, nearly 

50% of production jobs were dedicated to VFX.  

Needless to say, the challenge of keeping all of 

these people, production houses, and pieces 

of the story puzzle aligned for efficient and 

effective review is a big one. 

Now more than ever, productions are using 

globally distributed VFX resources, and need 

efficient tools for real-time remote review of 

VFX shots as they’re developed. Artists will need 

to share their work across the wider VFX team, 

senior production crew and execs and potentially 

external clients. 

Image quality is of paramount importance 

when reviewing VFX shots. ClearView Pivot 

provides high-quality JPEG 2000 compression 

over uncontended, high-speed bandwidth (via 

the Sohonet Media Network), so you ensure 

that there’s minimal packet loss or jitter, even 

when reviewing across continents. And for key 

creatives or executives unable to access a facility 

on the Sohonet Media Network, ClearView 

Pivot Lite is a complementary tool that enables 

everyone to join the next high-quality review 

session on a home internet connection of 100-

150 Mbps. So you can ensure none of the fine 

detail in your VFX artists’ work will be lost in 

translation. 

When clients are on the move or a larger group 

of stakeholders want to take part, ClearView 

Flex provides an ideal way to join the VFX shot 

review. For a quick review between as many 

as 30 team members, ClearView Flex’s HDMI 

desktop sharing option provides an ideal way 

to view shots remotely without having to 

render the content and export your work prior 

to sharing. This can save hours of render time 

across a project as well as reducing your compute 

requirement. 

15 Sohonet 
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Learn more about remote 
VFX shot review with 
ClearView Flex and Pivot 

Solutions:

 VISUAL EFFECTS
Follow the visual magic from a distance

Solutions in action: POST-PRODUCTION 

https://www.sohonet.com/2019/12/03/solving-remote-editing-vfx-challenges-with-clearview/ 
https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewpivot/
https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewflex/
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Visual Effects Case Study: 

EMPOWERING VFX TEAMS
WITH REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW
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“ Our clients can review work 
how and where they want.  
And as for creative teams, 
artists and talent, the use of 
remote technology can free 
up their ability to work more 
flexibly – both in terms of 
time and location.” 
George Cook,  
Head of Engineering at ETC VFX house 

For VFX house Electric Theatre Collective 

(ETC), the adoption of remote collaboration 

tools has been key in their ability to offer 

flexible arrangements for their clients and 

artists, ETC’s clients are varied in both 

their needs and locations. Remote review 

solutions help solve the challenges of 

distributed teams, last-minute schedule 

changes, and clashing commitments. With 

ClearView Flex, ETC’s clients are able to 

remotely monitor and view edit sessions, 

communicating immediately with the 

creatives in control of delivering the brief. 

Whilst the majority of their talent is based 

in their UK facility, they have a well-known 

artist based in Belgium that clients often 

request. In order to work efficiently and 

securely with him, they can stream his VFX 

output in real-time via ClearView Flex, 

which can then be viewed by clients and 

team members on their mobile devices, 

laptops, via Apple TV or on the big screen at 

ETC HQ. According to ETC, using ClearView 

Flex has fuelled creativity, collaboration, 

and convenience.
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EMPOWERING VFX TEAMS
WITH REAL-TIME REMOTE REVIEW
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“Our biggest hurdle in going to a remote workflow 
was getting real-time, high-quality reviews. That’s 
why ClearView Flex is now a critical system for VFX 
reviews. It’s very easy to use, and you can send 
requests to join a session. It’s also very easy to 
include clients in those sessions. All the employees 
that have used it so far have told me how great it is. 
We are so thankful that this product exists, so that 
we can continue to do our shot reviews remotely.”  
Jason Fotter, CTO at Fuse FX 

FuseFX is an award-winning VFX studio 

responsible for some of the biggest feature 

films, commercials and television series in the 

world. From the likes of Ozark, When They 

See Us, Mad Men and Annabelle, to ads for 

Marlboro, Geico and PacSun, their work holds 

numerous awards including HPAs, Golden 

Globes, and Emmys. “ClearView is a critical 

system for VFX reviews,” Jason Fotter, CTO at 

FuseFX explains. 

 “When we were all in the office, we would 

schedule reviews in a screening room and you’d 

have the shots up on the screen to comment 

and approve. That was initially the biggest 

hurdle in going to a remote workflow because 

we knew we could do remote and secure 

accessand run the software we needed but 

real-time, high-quality reviews were the main 

issue.”

He continues: “We tested some screen sharing 

apps and those were less than ideal because 

you don’t get real-time playback, it’s highly 

compressed, and not secure. ClearView Flex 

allows us to run a secure, real-time review 

whenever we want. It’s very easy to use and 

you can send requests to join a session. It would 

also be very easy to include clients in those 

sessions too. All the employees that have used 

it so far have told me how great it is and we are 

so thankful that this product exists so that we 

can continue to do our shot reviews.” 

Visual Effects Case Study: 
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Remote VFX Shot Review Case Study:

KEEPING “BUSINESS AS USUAL”   
WITH REMOTE VFX
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High-end post-production studio Arsenal 

FX Color provides full-spectrum services 

to the television industry. Nothing was 

going to derail its state-of-the-art colour 

and editorial workflows for tier-one clients 

including Disney, Sony Pictures, NBCU and 

HBO. Not even a global pandemic.

Before lockdown, many of Arsenal’s 

clients would meet in a central location. 

When quarantine and social distancing 

measures came into force and everyone 

was forced to isolate this was no longer an 

option. While they had used collaboration 

software before, Arsenal made the switch 

to ClearView Flex just before lockdown. Its 

top-tier security reassured their clients and 

it made collaboration far simpler during an 

otherwise difficult time.

“With our previous product the lag was 

hugely frustrating to the process,” says Baca. 

“It took time to shuttle and communicate. 

We were running up against 2 to 4 

seconds of delay and guessing what each 

person is talking about. With ClearView 

Flex the latency is fantastic. It’s basically 

instantaneous. You can stop the stream and 

ask for a check on a specific frame and all 

parties know exactly the spot being talked 

about—because it’s instant.” 

He expands, “Anything a client would 

normally come into our studio for, even 

remote QC, we are able to accommodate 

over ClearView Flex. The whole work from 

home experience has opened client’s eyes 

to the fact that remote can be significantly 

more efficient and productive. When 

everyone has such tight schedules and 

when traffic can easily eat up an hour or two 

getting to and from a session, the benefits 

of being able to get the same result without 

leaving your office or home, are obvious.”
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 FINISHING & LOCALISATION 
Bring remote participants together for final approval  

Solutions in action: POST-PRODUCTION 

Once upon a time, when the final version 

of your feature or episodic had been 

assembled, you’d work to get as much of 

the team together as possible: director, 

cinematographer, post and VFX supervisors, 

colourist, editor, executive producers and a 

cast of other creative executives from the 

distribution studio. Everyone would gather 

in a darkened screening room to review the 

content, pause and make comments, give 

notes and offer direction, press play, and 

repeat. 

But even the largest of studio theatres can 

only support so many viewers. And with 

hybrid working models now seen as a matter 

of standard practice across the industry, 

you need the tools to build a better anytime, 

anywhere review experience. 

  Taking advantage of ClearView Pivot’s one-

to-many real-time streaming architecture, 

your post-production supervisor can work 

with the studio post team to establish a 

multi-screening room approach where 

two or three different teams of creatives 

are watching the content from separate 

screening rooms across campus, around 

town or even in different cities.  The editor 

can play and pause the content at will, 

with every screening room seeing exactly 

the same frame at the same time.  Pivot 

meets the needs of those requiring video 

streaming with the highest image quality – 

4K high dynamic range (HDR) with 12-bit 

colour depth and 4:4:4 chroma sampling – 

and ultra-low latency for real-time review. 

To achieve the viewing experience needed 

for critical quality review, users will need 

to be at a facility, screening room, edit or 

colour suite, connected to the Sohonet 

Media Network 

If remote teams can’t make it into a 

facility, you simply don’t require such 

high-quality streaming or you’re working 

through localisation/ dubbing/ subtitling 

tasks, ClearView  Flex provides a flexible, 

on-the-move solution. Flex also has much 

lower bandwidth requirements than 

Pivot. The Flexbox streaming hardware 

is easily transportable and only required 

on the sending side. With Flex, the artist 

can securely stream content from their 

workstation to the client on an AppleTV 

connected to a high-grade consumer TV, 

their tablet or phone or Mac/PC. Then they 

can review shots together securely and in 

real time. 

Of course, one of the reasons you get 

together is to take notes and give your 

opinions. Firing up your preferred 

conferencing tool (Zoom, Microsoft Teams, 

BlueJeans) allows everyone to comment 

(and take notes) when the content is paused, 

and then move quickly back to professional 

immersion once playback is resumed. It’s 

also possible to incorporate creatives who 

cannot make it to a screening room. You 

can split the video output from the creative 

workstation between ClearView Pivot and 

ClearView Flex infrastructure, so everyone 

can see frame and colour-accurate playback 

in real-time, from whatever setup they have.  

https://www.sohonet.com/our-resources/blogs/5-minutes-with-the-mills-head-of-technology-rizzo-islam/
https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewflex/
https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewpivot/
https://www.sohonet.com/2020/04/07/remote-review-and-approvals/


MEET THE CLEARVIEW 
FAMILY AND PARTNER 
PRODUCTS 
Solving your M&E real-time and 
offline remote review challenges 
Film, TV, ad and video professionals face diverse 

collaboration challenges at every stage of their 

productions. Now you can meet your challenges and 

gain the freedom to review remotely in real time’ – 

with the Sohonet ClearView family of solutions. 

Sohonet’s ClearView range gives you the freedom 

to meet your needs whether you’re making 

decisions where quality is paramount, or you need 

the flexibility to review content from any device, 

anywhere. ClearView Flex and ClearView Pivot give 

storytellers the freedom to connect, collaborate and 

create together.

ClearView Pivot:  
multi-point real-time 
remote review
•  Built to bring remote teams together 

in a rock-solid, studio-approved & 

secure ecosystem ClearView Pivot 

is the highest quality remote review 

tool on the market and gives you the 

quality of review you would expect 

in a grading suite or screening room, 

but remotely.

•  Share colour and frame-accurate 

footage in 4K HDR with 12-bit colour 

depth and 4:4:4 chroma sampling in 

real-time with ultra-low latency.

•  Plus, Pivot enables you to host 

productive multi-point review 

sessions. You can connect multiple 

endpoints using a simple web 

interface, removing the labour and 

time-intensive task of setting up new 

firewall configurations each time.

 

ClearView Flex: real-time 
remote review anywhere 

•  ClearView Flex provides creative 

teams with a user-friendly tool to 

stream live, encrypted video & audio 

with sub-100ms of latency from any 

source (e.g. edit, VFX workstation, 

camera, video village) via HDMI or 

SDI to up to 30 viewers.

•  Live content is easily viewable on any 

internet-connected device with no 

extra equipment at the viewer’s end, 

making it of special value to those 

working from home.

•  The technology supports 5.1 

surround sound & 2K resolution in 

10-bit colour. No time-consuming 

pre-rendering, uploads, file transfers, 

downloads – just near-zero latency 

and rock-solid frame rate at a low 

bandwidth.

MOXION: seamless 
near-time review
•  Immediates is the first platform to 

offer both HDR and Dolby Vision, 

streaming footage and metadata 

moments after on-set capture 

to remote collaborators working 

anywhere.

•   Device agnostic and ready to use via 

web browser, iPhone, iPad, Apple TV, 

Windows and a bespoke application.

•   Studio-grade security, built from the 

ground up with the most modern 

security technologies available – and 

constantly evaluated by the world’s 

top security teams.

•   Rich metadata ensures content can 

be organised in an instant and shared 

with the right teams or individual 

stakeholders to support faster and 

more precise feedback, and drive 

more effective collaboration.

Trusted by:
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Book a Demo Book a Demo Book a Demo

https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewpivot/
https://www.sohonet.com/solutions/real-time-collaboration/clearviewflex/
https://www.sohonet.com/remote-collaboration-moxion/
https://calendly.com/sohonet-events/clearview-pivot-demo?month=2021-08
https://calendly.com/sohonet-events/clearview-flex-demo?month=2021-08
https://www.sohonet.com/contact/request-a-demo/?form=17388
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EXPERIENCE A REAL-TIME AND FLEXIBLE 
REMOTE REVIEW NOW
Talk to us about real-time remote content collaboration and review 
for film, TV, ad and video production. We’re ready to help you 
succeed with real-time remote review in your M&E workflows.

Get in touch to request your demo and free trial.

Book a demo

https://www.sohonet.com/2020/01/21/clearview-flex-offers-mobile-optimised-viewing-for-social-media-advertising/
https://calendly.com/sohonet-events/clearview-family
https://www.sohonet.com/2020/01/21/clearview-flex-offers-mobile-optimised-viewing-for-social-media-advertising/
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www.sohonet.com
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+1 310 449 8600  
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